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Welcome To A New Year At UOP!

New Chaplain
Arrives at UOP
jjyMonica Yadegar
iVews Editor
University of the Pacific's Morris
Chapelhas maintained itsdirectionunder
many chaplains since the full-time
chaplaincy was first initiated in 1957.
Dr. Mark Zier, former Director of Stu
dent Affairs of University College, has
taken the position of University Chap
lain following a year when no one held
the title.
According to Zier, his interest in
UOP mainly arose from the fact that
most of the student population lives on
campus. "At University College, most
of the students lived off campus. For
them, university is super-high school or
a 9 to 5 job— it's very hard to do
anything for them," said Zier.
Zier has a degree in theology, has
taught religious and medieval studies
and served in parishes in Ohio and
Canada. He said, "I have a commitment

44

to the church and I'm eager to see how
it'll play out here and the impact it'll
have."
Following the leave of UOP's former
Chaplain, Rev. Norris Palmer, in 1991,
an "Alternative Service" took place
weekly where students opened up
questions and discussed the popular
culture that exists. According to Zier,
his role in these services and other reli
gious organizations is a coordinator "to
facilitate their activities within Univer
sity guidelines. We live in a highly di
verse community and I hope to make
everyone feel comfortable with their
religion and culture and in expressing
it"
Zier said, "What 1 really am is the
custodian of the chapel and I make sure
that everything is in order." Outside of
serving as pastor, Zier will also be
teaching the Bible courses in the Reli
gious Studies Department.

Students to Students " Efforts Finally Pay Off

BY Monica Yadegar
News Editor
Last spring, University of the Pacific
students gathered in support of fellow
classmate Nadia Kadochnikova in her
effort to collect and send food, medical
supplies and clothing to students at Ural
A.M. Goricy State University in her
home town of Ekaterinburg, Russia.
However, no headway had been made
until recently in sending over approxi
mately eight tons of collected supplies
and goods.
According to Vicki Bargagliotti,
Committee Chair of the organization
created for the project, "Students to
Students," a solution has been reached
with the help of Ekaterinburg's sister
city, San Jose. Students to Students has
delivered the food and medical supplies
to San Jose where it will be shipped with
other aid packages to Ekaterinburg.
The packages are currently in storage
and waiting for the State Department to
inventory them. The estimated date for

Vicki Bargagliotti and members load up aid packages for Russia

transportation via ship is scheduled for plans fortransportationwerebeingmade.
October 1,1992. "It's disappointing to "We wanted the food to leave by Spring
not go and see actually where the foodis Break '92 and had planned on sending
going, but we are just glad that it's several members of the group to keep
finally going to get there," said everything organized. However, the
money for transporting everything over
Bargagliotti.
The initial complications in having was needed and we found out that
the food sent to Ekaterinburg arose when

UOP Recieves $11 Million Trust

1992
Brings
Surprises
Campus
Comes Alive
With
Countless
New Faces
Iff Monica Yadegar
^vs Editor
Different elements, unfamiliar
feces and no available parking spaces
^ symbolize the beginning of a new
academic year at UOP. In addition to
fee expected excitement of a fresh
start- this year promises to be a
memorable and challenging one for
students, administrators and faculty.
According to UOP AdmissionsOffice,
feere is a record increase in student
enrollment for the 1992-93 academic

year.

This increase inenrollment is very
to all of us at the Univer%•" said Assistant Vice President,
Thomas E. Kail. There are approximately 630 new freshmen and 515
h^sfer students registered for Fall
These figures exceed last year s
enrollment by approximately 35% in
freshmen class and by 9% in the
number of transfer students.
I'm really excited about this seencouraging

BY Monica Yadegar
News Editor

mester because of all the new stu
dents. I think it'll be a great opportu
nity to further diversify UOP," said
junior Amy Neubauer.
According to Admissions, students
are also entering the University with
higher grade point averages and SAT

scores than previous years. "It's a
little scary to think of so many new
people, but I think it'll give students
the extra edge to strive harder in their
classes. Also the increased attendance
will greatly help UOP's financial situ
ation," said senior Stephanie Bua.

Ekaterinburg was a closed city— mean
ing no foreigners were allowed inside,"
said Bargagliotti.
In addition to the funds needed to
fuel the plane, Students to Students had
to take into consideration the existence
of the black market in Russia.
Bargagliotti said,"We heard of the black
market and were warned about the pos
sibility that the food might not get to its
destination." Due to these and other
roadblocks, the Spring Break deadline
was not kept.
According to Bargagliotti, the project
was a success due to the support that
Kadochnikova and Students to Students
received. Bargagliotti said, "There was
a lot of enthusiasm all around and every
one was really gung-ho. People were
very willing to help us and donate their
time." The food and medical supplies
were donated by UOP students, S&W
food company and members of the
Stockton community.

Many factors have contributed to
the successful recruiting cycle. In ad
dition to a dedicated staff, Kail said,
UOP offers many advantages that
other universities do not. "The fact
that UOP was the first university to
offer a four-year graduation guaran
tee has probably made us more attrac
tive to students. Our students will
always be able to get into the classes
they need to graduate on time," said
Kail.
UOP's low tuition increase and
budgeting have aiso allowed the University to offer more funds to aid
families. Kah said, "We have also
made more oney available tor
schofr ships ana financial aid so that
it is easier for the average family to
afford to send their son or daughter to
our university."
The increase in enrollment will
also benefit the fraternities and so
rorities on campus. Archania's Jason
Schouten said, "Last year we had a
really small group of students go
through rush. Having more students
will change that and also provide for
different ideas and improvements."

University of the Pacific was the recipientofan$l 1 millioncharitableunitrust
establishedby retired teacherand Stockton
resident, Gladys L. Benerd, during the
summer.Thetrust is thelargestendowment
of UOP and one of the biggest single trusts
ever initiated at a university in the natioa
Robert M. Eberhaidt, chair of the
University's Board of Regents, said,"The
establishment of this irrevocable trust by
Miss Benerd is greatly appreciated and
will have an immeasurable impact on the
future of the university, the Gladys L.
Benerd School of Education and the
community." The funds are to be held in
trust for Benerd as long as she is alive and
an income from them will be sent to her
annually.
Through the endowment, UOP's
School ofEducation has been renamed the
Gladys L. Benerd School of Educatioa
Approximately $3 million has been set
aside for scholarships through the Benerd
Endowed Scholarship Fund and nearly a
$1 milfionBenerdMemoriallibraryFund
has been created. These funds will provide
and ensure faculty development .scholarshipstostudentsandanup-to-datelibrary.

According to Jeff West, friend and
neighbor to Benerd who has become the
family spokesman and takencare of busi
ness under her direction, the idea of the
trust arose whenhe discovered the value of
stocks she inherited."I asked her if she had
ever thought about giving Pacific a gift—
a big gift," said West
Benerd, according to West has always
been interested in the police and fire pre
vention departments. Accordingly, ap
proximately $2 million of the trust is to
provide for the families of peace officers,
firefighters, the Sheriffs Department and
California Highway Patrol who were in
jured orkilled in the service.
Benerd, who was a health instructor at
Stockton College and taught lower divi
sion for College of the Pacific, has made
many donations to UOP over the years.
UOP's Director of Planned Gifts, Kara P.
Brewer said, "Gladys has been very gen
erous. She has alwayscared about educa
tion, libraries and helping students. Her
lifelong interest in UOP made it a very
logical place for her to give the gift."
Eberhardt said, "We are indeed grati
fied by the concern Miss Benerd has ex
pressed in the future of higher education
and the confidence she has placed in the
University."
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A national visitor from headquarters
of AlphaChi, Susan Slade, said,"We're
News Editor
real excited for the new house and SAE
Following a year of separation, the has been wonderful. They helped us
brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) moveinonSatuiday." Alpha Chi'shouse
have reunited under one roof. The frater is currently under renovations and nearing
nity is now living across from Bums completioa
AccordingtoSAENeilVisnapuu,there
Tower. They are in the house Alpha Chi
Omega vacated whatthey won the bid for are no thoughts about returning to frater
nity circle."Our new house is great It has
SAE's former house in fraternity circle.
The general attitude of everyone, ac many advantages thattheotheronelacked,"
cording to SAE Scott Cole, is one of said Visnapuu. SAE was evicted from
excitement. "Everyone's' (SAE's) moral their house in fraternity circle during the
1991-92 academic year for misconduct
has gone up, "said Cole.

BY Monica Yadegar
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Budget Cuts Tarnish Golden Education System
new students wonldbe accepted next

By JefT Schnaufer
Special Correspondent
LOS ANGELES (CPS)—Facing
hundreds of millions of dollars in an
ticipated state budget cuts, California's
four-year public colleges arc enacting
a barrage of class and faculty reduc
tions, including proposed student fee
hikes of as much as 40 percent.
Republican Gov. Pete Wilson and
lite Democratically controlled state
lcgislalurchavc been deadlocked over
the state budget since July 1. The state
has been paying its bills with IOUs, or
registered warrants.
California colleges, meanwhile, are
caught in a squeeze of budget cut
backs and surging enrollment, while
students confront higher fees, elimi
nation of programs,
shabbier facilities, and fewer class
sections and teachers.
As a result of the continuing reces
sion, the governor has proposed cut
ting the education budget by as much
as 10 percent, a prospect that Cali
fornia State University Chancellor
BarTy Munitz described as "a night
mare."
Already, the 20-campus Califor
nia State University (CSU) system
has notified 2,200 staff and faculty of
impending layoffs and may cancel as
many as 5,500 classes or the year due
to the anticipated budget cuts in higher
education. A student fee hike of 40
percent has been proposed. Last year,
budget cuts forced the cancellation
of about 5,000 classes, and Munitz
has said the CSU system is "danger

4Get Them on

ously underfunded."
This year's cuts, which are ex
pected to be between 7 and 10 per
cent, could equal hundreds of mil
lions of dollars each for the CSU
system and the nine-campus Univer
sity of California (UC) system. UC
faces a $200 million cut, while CSU
braces for a $130 million reduction.
"Our budget is 85 percent salaries
and benefits. If the budget cut turns
out to be less than what we're plan
ning for, we probably won't have to
lay off this many," said
Sam Strafaci, director of employee
relations for the CSU system.
CSU and UC officials are not hold
ing their breath. Campuses are mak
ing individual efforts to lessen the
impact of those cuts. At Cal State
Northridge, where more than 500
classes were canceled in anticipation
of the cuts, administrators are trying
to rchi re some teache rs of cou rses that
many students need to graduate.
Money to pay for these instructors
will be drawn from the spring se
mester.
"My students are not happy about
it at all," said Kay Wilder, a part-time
professor of graphic design at Cal
State Northridge, who was laid off as
part of the anticipated budget cuts. "I
was told in our department alone we're
closing down 35 classes. You close
down 35 classes and you make it very
difficult for students to
finish."
Meanwhile, the UC system also
has faced steep rises in student fees.
Next year, UC students can expect to

John Williams

to pay about $ 1,300.
Lee Butterfield, executive director
of the University of California Stu
dents' Association, said students arc
concerned about erosion of UC's
commitment to excellence.
"At one time, California was the
most highly subsidized system of any
other in the country," Butterfield said.
"It was a fabulous system that's being
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place in the future.
"The state is steadily
tentionally—withdrawing its support
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demolished."
dent David Gardner said at a Board of
Students also are concerned that
Regents meeting in July. "This is no
the best teachers and researchers in
a one-year crisis. It is a strategic pro
the UC system are leaving for private
lem for this institution."
institutions.
At the University of California at
"UC is not a second-rate institu
Los Angeles, meanwhile, a spokes
tion, but you can't keep excellence
woman said the school is asking each
non-negotiable," Butterfield said.
department to find ways to reduce
In addition, many college students
their individual budgets by 10 pcrtoday are older, non-traditional students who have to work to pay their cent, although no faculty layoffs
way through school and have limited taken place yet.
I think part of the problem is that
budgets.
what
we can do this year is severely
"I had one class cut that I had to
change," said Melissa Scott, a 24year-old senior in liberal studies at
Cal State Northridge. "It was a 400level health science class. I was upset.
It screwed up my work schedule."
The state's 107-campus commu
nity college system also is experi
encing financiai difficulties and re
cently began limiting enrollment for
the first time.
Four Cal State campuses—San
Jose, Sonoma State, the Cal State
Polytechnic schools at Pomona and
San Luis Obispo—announced that no

limited," said Larry
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cuts. I think we 're $450 million below
where we would have been had Lie
budget stayed the same forthree years
as adjusted by workload and inflation.
It's just a nightmare."
CSU's vice chancellor of business
affaire, Lou Messner, said his system
has lost about $400 million due to
budget cuts during the same threeyear period.

Zagottasaid. HecalledtheRepublican's
one-on-one approach a "tremendous
opportunity" to get students to register
in his party. Thie Republicans, he said,
see students' concerns as being the
economy, foreign policy and abortion.
He said polls have shown the 18-24 age
group is "not comfortable" with abor
tion.
Dolan, field director of Rock the
Vote, said his organization is also work
ing at the grassroots level to get students
to register. Rock the Vote was founded
in 1990 by leading record labels and
musicians in response to perceived
threats to artisticexpression. It has since
been broadened to include voter regis
tration, especially for young adults,
Dolan said.
Musicians and movie celebrities will
go tocampuses and hold rallies to make
students aware of the political process
and urge them to register.
Having stars and musicians involved
is intensive. It makes voter registration
sexier, he said. "Celebrities want to get
involved, and when thev do, it makes
political participation a little cooler."
Rock the Vote has registered ap
proximately 100,000 young people in
^.hesaid. and^
college and university students are in
cluded in the numbers. What concerns
young people, he said, is having access
to "the system,"or being heard by poli
ticians.

Americans
HANOVER, N.H. (CPS)—Dartmouth
College is launching a three-year pilot
program this fall to increase the number
of Native American students who earn
college degrees.
The "Full Circle Program" is open to
all Native American students at
Dartmouth, and will address academic
issues facing the students. It is funded a
$155,000 grant from the General Mills
Foundation in Minneapolis.
While Native Americans comprise
one percent of the U.S. population, they
accounted for only .04 percent of the
students earning bachelor's degrees in
991, says a report by the National

Campus

/^Initios.
about can

University of California, UC Presi

College Seeks
the Rolls, Get Them to the Polls' >ja(jve

don't have families yet, they don't
have sunk-in roots, so they are not as
(CPS)—Democrats want you. Re politically active," Harmon said."Po
publicans want you. Rock stars and litical participation increases with age.
celebrities want you. Public affaire We want to show students today that
organizations want you. Politicians the political and governmental sys
tem isn't a joke."
want you.
The College Democrats are orga
What those organizations want from
you is simple: Ifyou are 18 or older, you nizing a Victory Vote program on
can vote. But to vote, you must first be campuses nationwide, with the goal
registered. And if you are the typical of registering 50,000 students this
college undergraduatc.between the ages fall—ideally as Demociats. Having
of 18 and 24, you represent a segment of targeted about 500 college and uni
American culture that is perceived as versities in 15 states, the College
being not likely to vote or to participate Democrats plan to hold rallies, get
in the political process.
publicity and have politicians from
So college and university campuses the local and national levels speak to
nationwide have been targeted by pri students.
vate and public interest groups to regis
Harmon said national polls show
ter students and to get them to the polls students identifying with the Democratic
on Nov. 3.
Party.
"Students tend to feel leftout. Candi and said main concerns on campuses
dates don't appear to be addressing is include educational issues and student
sues that arc of concern to students," loans, abortion and the environment
said Becky Cain, president of the Na
Tony Zagotta, national chairman of
tional League of Women Voters. "On the College Republicans, said polls in
the 20th anniversary of the right for 18- dicate he 18-24 age group favor Repub
year-olds to vote, this group has the least lican views toward government, society
percentage voter turnout than any other and the economy. His group will be
age group."
working at the grassroots level on cam
"Get them on the rolls, get them to puses, and won't be using celebrities or
the polls," said Mike Dolan, field direc rock shows to attract potential Republi
tor for the California-based Rock the can registrants.
Vote, a non-profit, non-partisan organi
College Republicans will be going
zation that has organized student voter door to door this fall to get students to
registration drives nationwide.
register or vote by absentee ballot,
Top issues that appear to be of con
cern to college students on the national
level include the economy, the environ
ment and abortion rights, activists say.
If students want toaddress thesecon
cerns, they must first register to vote,
registration organizers say. That way,
they can vote for candidates who most
closely represent their ideals and ideas
of what government should be,and what
issues the representatives should ad
dress.
According to the Census Bureau, 26
million men and women in the 18-24
age group are eligible to vote, and ap
proximately 40 percent of this group is
mistered. Among college students who
are registe red, 80pcrcent vote, said Jamie
Harmon, president of the College
Democrats of America.
"Many students don't feel they are a
part of the American community. They
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pay about $3,000 in student fees that
have risen by 70 percent in recent
years, while CSU students can expect
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Nearly 60

ceives some student financial aid from
federal, state or other sources, the U.S.
Department of Education reported.
More students in private institutions re
ceived financial aid than in public
schools, and in private, for-profit insti
tutions, nearly nine out of 10 students
received some form of aid, said the 1992
report.
"We report on the condition of education
as a way of alerting the Americanpublic
about the progress that has been made,
and the progress that still needs to be

made in the future,"said Dianers
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community, alumni
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have AIDS awareness informal:
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areas of campus life, Parker said. campus
"The AIDS issue needs to be:
"We chose An

HIV Infection Rate Higher
For Students Than Recruits
AUSTIN, Texas (CPS)—University
students show a higher incidence of
HIV infection than military recruits, said
a speaker at the second annual Summer
HIV Prevention Institute for Colleges
and Universities.
"Studies show that one in 500 uni
versity students is HIV positive," said
Carolyn Parker, executive director for
Texas AIDS Network.
A recent survey issued at the Interna
tional Conference on AIDS said nearly
half of U.S. Army soldiers admit to
hazardous sexual practices, such as
failing to use condoms, the Daily Texan

dressed in other areas, like history, ter-TotterMarathc
English,becauseit'saphenomenont belieye^ AIDS
can no longer be ignored intheir writ Q)ncem Qn ^

and teaching," she said.
explains Qemetsc
The number of deaths from AI as leaders at UOI
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^

Vietnam Wars combined, she added the communitv The AIDS institute w;asheldinlateJi

Jobs are out there and
Students are Optimistic
(CPS)—The good news is that there
are jobs out there for recent college
graduates. The bad news is that the
ployers to hold the line on initial sal
ary offers, the College Placement
Council found in its annual salary
3
survey.
Another survey shows students are
optimistic that they will find employ
ment m a short time and expect that
^beginning salaries will range from

$20,000 to $30,000.
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$31,568.
• Chemical engineers: The average
starting salary increased 4.6 percent
to $39,216. Electrical engineers had
initial salary offers averaging $34,033,
and
mechanics engineers received offers
of $34,546.
nfflr'f ^i'^i!leerS: The avera6e initial
offer fell slightly to $29,600. Offers
rom state and local governments for

The council', July, 992 sal

Civil engineers rose.

also found that some employer, were

ern,?nTlart&: M°St disciPlines lost
ground, the survey found
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that they had been offered. The survey

"I.?" ?ough °* secession did

not provide for an abundance of em
Ployment opportunities, not all
graduates' employment pro,pec„
were affected by it," ore Bethlehem^
Pa.-based council said.
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^cross The Campus COP Brings Controversial
p pacifican Presents a New Page
Speaker to Fall Convocation
(o Heighten

Campus Awareness
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By

Mike Traina

romnns 1Editor
The Campus

Wednesday, September 2
UPBEAT Film: HOOK, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Gay Association of Pacific (GAP) Meeting, President's Room, 9 p.m.

Former Chairman of the National

pacifican staff has been working hard this summer in an attempt to revitalize
„ student paper and strengthen its campus and community image In doing so
ntv steps are being taken to ensure that the 1992-93 academic year marks The
^Ln's most prosperous year yet. One such step is a brand new section entitled

Endowment

Zs *e CampUS whiCh WiU featurc a detailed hsting of campus events and
Lrtunities- Across the Campus is designed to keep the UOP community more
JLed about campus events, as weU as provide interesting and insightful
verage on 'nlPortant
issues.

Scpt' 10'from noon t0 1 p m"

for

Frohnmayer wiu1x5

John
S^est *&&& at

the

Arts

C°P'S FaU Convocalion-t0

Thursday, September 3
Theta Alpha Phi (TAP) Drama Fraternity, Green Room, Drama Building, 12 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: FRIED GREEN TOMATOES, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

held at

Faye Spanos Concert HaU onThursday,

My 1989' Frohnmayer' foimer
chairman of

the Oregon Arts Commis-

s'on- was nominated by PresidentGeorge

editor of this section, I would like to welcome and encourage any BuSh 3S ^ fifth chaiiman of ** Na"
U°nal Endowment for^ Alts ^ was
#,estions or input you might have as to how we can make this section best serve
SoP community. I would also like to strongly encourage the submission of ™ammously confirmed by the United
S Senate" H°wever'Frohnmayer's
ies, press releases or general announcements pertaining to campus events at
tenure
was marked by controversy over
TEN DAYS prior to the paper's release date
l£
what constitutes appropriate content of
|l00k forward to working with you in an attempt to better promote the
taxpayer-subsidized art, such as the late
university's wide variety ot cultural, intellectual and entertainment opportunities.
Robert Maplethorpe's exhibit of pho
tographs which included homoerotic
Sincerely,
images.
Mike Traina, Editor
According to Frohnmayer, America
Across the Campus
suffers from societal impotence brought
on by politeness and fearof offense. By
silencing such artists, he said, America
is stifling the First Amendment.
ThisLabor Day weekend, University AIDS."
Frohnmayer believes most of the anger
of the Pacific students face the AIDS
Festivities will begin with a line-up taxpayers feel toward the NEA stems
epidemic head on by donating the rev of powerful speakers at noon on Sep from ignorance of the issues. "[We]
enues from Archania's 1992 Teeter- tember 4th. In UOP's McCaffrey Cen don't confront significant issues of our
Totter Marathon to AIDS research, ter, State Senator Patrick Johnston and time." He continues to add, the United
education and support. The weekend is Tracy Mayor Pro-Tem Richard Pombo States Congress has received more mail
anticipated to be the largest Greek will discuss the need for AIDS education concerning the NEA, which costs tax
and research. Clemetson will provide payers 68 cents a year, than the savings
fundraiser in the University's history.
"We've had an incredible amount of the introductions along with a schedule and loan crisis, which will cost each
community, alumni and university sup of weekend events.
American $2,000.
On Saturday, students can prepare
Frohnmayer was removed from his
port,"explains Cory Clemetson, TeeterTotter Marathon Chairperson, "and for a day of fun in the sun during
we're counting on continuing enthusi Archania's "Sand Volleyball Classic,"
asm to reach our fundraising goal of open to the first 24 two-person teams
that wish to enter. The event will be
$25,000."
Two community organizations will followed by a Pancake Feed on Sunday
benefit directly from the fundraising morning. The house will open its doors
effortsof Labor Day weekend's Teeter- to the community and students at 10
Totter Marathon events. A portion of a.m. The cost is four dollars for adults
the proceeds will go to the San Joaquin and three dollars for children under By Vince Anderson
County AIDS Foundation to help con twelve.
Guest Writer
All events are open to the community.
tinue community support programs,
Souvenir packets, containing the official
College is a time of questioning. It
education and testing. The remaining
Teeter-Totter
Marathon
tee
shirt,
major
is
a
time of testing your politics, belief
amount will be donated to the Cowell
sponsor
squeeze
bottle
and
key
chain
system
and lifestyle. It is a time for
StudentHealthCenterto help start AIDS
educational and awareness programs on will be sold before and during the event finding your personal path and begin
ning on that journey. All of this leads
for $16.
campus.
to a reason for celebration. In a student
Checks
will
be
awarded
to
the
re
"We chose AIDS for the 1992 Tee
ter-Totter Marathon'scause because we cipient organizations on Monday, Sep initiated program entitled "Alternative
believe that AIDS is the fastest growing tember?, 1992, duringtheTeeter-Totter Images," the questioning and the cel
concern on college campuses today," Marathon closing ceremonies. Formore ebration are blended together to form
explains Clemetson. "We see ourselves information on how you can become a unique experience.
Starting September 8th at 9:30 pm
as leaders at UOP and feel we should involved, please contact Cory
in Morris Chapel, the weekly halftake an active role in trying to educate Clemetson, chaiiperson, at (209) 944hour
programs are intended to inves
the community and our peers about 7173.
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Tuesday, September 1
Welcome Back!
Volleyball vs. California, Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: HOOK, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Across The Campus Editor

C°As the new

>

Schedule of Campus Events

Former NEA chairman John Frohnmayer
is scheduled to speak at COP's Fall
Convocation, Thursday, September 10th
from 12-1 p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert
llall.

NEA position by President Bushin Feb
ruary 1992 because of pressure from
fundamentalist groups and politicians
such as Senator Jesse Helms and one
time presidential hopeful Pat Buchanan.
Among the claims put forward by these
groups are that the NEA has funded
projects that are blasphemous or porno
graphic.
Since Frohnmayer's removal, he
speaks around the country on topics
such as public funding and the arts; the
First Amendment and issues of free
expression; leadership and citizen re
sponsibility; and education and the
democratic society.

Live Music and Video Make
Alternative Program a Must
tigate life in general through the eye
of the popular culture in which we
live. It is a time for the entire univer
sity community to get together and
celebrate the wonders and investigate
the problems of our community and
world. The celebrations will feature a
live band,"The Eternal Groove," and
will utilize video, slides, dance, poetry
and drama. Each program will also be
followed by coffee and conversation
at 10 p.m. This blending of popular
culture, spirituality, and community
promises to make "Alternative Im
ages" an exciting time for all.

Friday, September 4
Teeter-Totter Marathon for AIDS Research Opening Ceremonies,
McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
featuring State Senator Patrick Johnston and
Tracy Mayor Pro-Tcra Richard Pombo.
Hmong Student Association Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 7 p.m.
Chi Alpha Radical Reality Meeting, WPC 140,8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: FRIED GREEN TOMATOES, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Saturday, September 5
Sand Volleyball Classic, behind Archania, 10 am.
Football vs. Fresno State, Stagg Stadium, 7:05 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: FRIED GREEN TOMATOES, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sunday, September 6
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 am.
Pancake Feed, Archania House, 10 am.-12 p.m.
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: FRIED GREEN TOMATOES, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Monday, September 7
Tceter-Tottcr Marathon for AIDS Research Closing Ceremonies,
McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
featuring House presentation of checks to San Joaquin AIDS Foundation
and Cowell Student Health Center.
Senate Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 8;30 p.m,
Tuesday, September 8
UPBEAT Film; RAMBLING ROSE. McCaffrey Theatre. 8 p.m.
"Alternative Images," Morris Chapel, 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, September 9
UPBEAT Film; RAMBLING ROSE, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Gay Association of Pacific (GAP) Meeting, President's Room, 9 p.m.
Thursday, September 10
COP Fall Convocation, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 12-1 pm.
featuring fotmer NEA chair John Frohnmayer
UPBEAT Film: BASIC INSTINCT, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
If there is something you would like listed in the new Across the Campus
Events Schedule, please contact Mike Traina, Editor, at 946-2155.

WRITERS
NEEDED!
If you possess good writing skillsand
are interested incampus events, please
contact Mike Traina, Across the
Campus Editor at 946-2155.

The Anderson Y Center Connects People, the
Campus and the Community
% Fran Abbott
Writer

The Anderson Y Centerannounces
®proved and expanded programs to
better serve students seeking real-life
'earning experiences in the commu%• Named by President Bush as the
nation's 421st Daily Point of Light for
successfully addressing our most
Pressing social problems through
community service," the Anderson Y
Center offers a variety of experiences

'°r students.

draw state and national attention.
Environmental Education seeks to
advocate for a clean, safe and respon
sible environment on campus through
recycling. Clearinghouse matches
U.O.P. students with agencies in the
community for volunteer work.
Additional volunteer opportunities
include managing the Anderson Y
Center, working on continuous train
ing and development programs, and
resource development. The Anderson
Y Center affords students a wonder
ful chance to experience a working
non-profit tax exempt corporation first

Tutoring younger students is a way
provide service and receive some
hand.
extra income. Partners In Education
Located at the corner of Knoles
ls a social, academic enrichment and
and Pacific, across from BurnsTower,
Creation program for high school the Anderson Y Center has been
^rd younger students. Learning from supporting and guiding students who
the Heart matches UOP students as
wish to address concerns in the com
^ntors with a child from another munity and the society for over a
Culture and their families.
hundred years. Last year over three
Celebrate Diversity Week '93 will hundred students took advantage of
°S1 a second week long conference the many opportunities available
^celebration, March 12 -19,1993. through the Anderson Y Center.
listing of workshops, seminars, Making new friends, real world

Panel discussions, films, and cultural
events that focus on the issues of dij'crsity in age, ethnicity, gender,
andicap, religion, sexual orientation,
SlZe and socio-economic class, it is
anticipated that the week will again

learning experiences, field studies,
internships, contacts in the commu
nity and improving others' quality of
life are all advantages to working with
the Anderson Y Center.

UOP Professor
Receives
Fulbright to
Bulgaria

James W. Derleth, assistant professor
in the School of International Studies at
UOP, has received a Fulbright Scholar
grant for the 1992-93 academic year.
Derleth will lecture in comparative
politics at the American University in
Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria, under the East
European Initiatives Lectureships, from
September 1992 to June 1993. He will be
thefirstFulbrightScholartovisitthe school.
The Fulbright grants are administered
by the United States Information Agency
and awarded by the J. William Fulbright
Foreign Scholarship Board on ihe basis of
a national competitioa They represent a
significant partofthefederal government's
commitment to international educational
exchange. AU Fulbright applications un
dergo rigorous peer review, a process that
is conducted by the Council for Interna
tional Exchange of Scholars.
Two UOP professors, Maurice
McCullen and Lawrence Meredith, re
ceived Fulbright grants for the 1991-92
academic year. McCullen, a professorof
English, lectured at Fudan University in
thePeople'sRepublicofChina. Meredith,
a professor of religious studies, taught
American studies at Gadjah Mada in
Jogjakarta, Indonesia Over the years,
morethan40Fulbrightshavebeenawarded
to Pacific faculty.
AYC program director and UOP alumni Kathleen Brown meets President Bush at a gathering to recognize Stockton s Points of
During the past academic year, more
Light.
than 1,800 U.S. students, teachers and
For more information about the the Career/Community Service Fair, tion or you want information about scholars studied, taught and conducted
research inmore than 130countries around
Anderson Y Center meet us Thursday September 24th. If your residence area our programs please call 946-2444.
the
worid through the Fulbright Program.
noons in the McCaffrey Center and at or organization would like a presenta-
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
The New and Improved Pacifican
Welcome Back! Another academic year has arrived and on behalf of the entire Pacifican Staff, I woddliketowelcome
you to a new year at Pacific. It's hard to believe that summer is over, but just think, there are only three an
until winter break!
, .
...
. . „„„cn;mpr I
Over the summer. The new Pacifican staff was hard at work redesigning and reshaping our University s newspaper.
realize that in the past, The Pacifican has been viewed as less than credible, however, this is a new year and can assuy
that we will settle for nothing less than our personal best efforts each and every week. The Pacifican staff has rec
itself and will continue to serve the Pacific community.
,
In order to better serve the campus community, some format changes have also taken place. The Intemauon
has been removed and replaced with a new section, Across The Campus, which will serve as a pre-publicity section tor all
campus events. All members of the campus community are invited to contribute to this section.
The News section will focus on campus news with an objective and unbiased opinion. We will cover any newsworthy
story regardless of who is involved and what the ramifications of our reporting may be.
Entertainment will focus on more off-campus events and those related to our diverse campus community. Current
attractioas, exhibits and popular icons will be featured each week.
The Opinion section will feature the weekly staff opinion as well as guest editorials and a weekly "From The Right and
From The Left." Naturally, Pacific Talks will continue each week.
The Sports page will continue to report Pacific's athletic endeavors both at home and on the road. Additionally, more
personal stories about out student-athletes will be featured.
Our Feature page will provide you with a personal look at the news and those events which are timely to our campus
community. Additionally, human interest stories about Pacific alumni, students and staff will be included.
Tho Pacifican will also take on a more polished look. Stories will be run in their entirety, graphics will supplement the
text, photos will be crisper and clearer and spelling mistakes will be greatly reduced if not eliminated all together.
For our part, we promise to makeThe Pacifican a more enjoyable and informative newspaper, one reflective of your needs
and wants. However, the success of the paper also depends on your feedback. We need to know what you like and do not
like about the paper. We also rely on your commentary. In this year of political discourse and debate, I encourage you to
voice your opinion on any issue which concerns you. Stand up and be counted.
If The Pacifican staff can be of any help or assistance, please do not hesitate to contact our office in Hand Hall. We look
forward to serving you for another year.
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The Pacifican is published every Thursday,except during vacationsand final
exams week, by the students of the University of the Pacific. Comments from
readers are welcome and strongly encouraged. Guest columns must be
submitted in typed form by Friday 5 p.m.The Pacifican reserves the right to edit
all submitted materials. Editorial comments reflect the views and opinions of the
majority of the Pacifican editorial board, unless personally signed.
The Pacifican office is heated on the thirdfloor of Hand Hall,University of
the Pacific,Stockton,Calif. 95211. Office hours are Monday through Friday,10
a.m. to 5 p.m. or by appointment.

Editorial: 946-21153/ 2114 / 2115

Business: 946-2155

HAND
HALL

PACIFIC TALKS

LETTERS POLICY
Have you gotsomething you want to say about an article or opinion you
have seen in The Pacificanl Problems or praise with policies, people or
places on campus or in the world? Why not write a letter to the editor? The
Pacifican is widely distributed to the campus and read by nearly every
student, faculty and staff member of the University. Now is your chance
to be heard.
All letters to the editor must have a verifiable signiture, local address
and phone number.The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters and
submissions for length, factual information, libel, and clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday atnoon forthe following Thursday's
issue. Bring or mail your letter to: Opinion Editor, The Pacifican,Third
Floor, Hand Hall, Stockton, Calif. 95211.

Who is your favorite cartoon character, and why?
Said Kordestani
Senior
Business

Kristi Seagle
Freshman
Vocal Performance

"Charlie Brown, that's what people
call me."

" Goofy, because he is goofv "

Greg Garcia
Senior
Pharmacy

Kurt Redden
Vice President for
Institutional Advancement

Jan Renee Miller

Michelle Daby
Freshman
Music Performance

Freshman
Music Management
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Student Life Names New Liasion
Wagda

Center, not including the bookstore and the
fyP80"
dining services. He will also advise student
organizations, clubs and honor societies,
^—eforUteenforeemen.f
jved o11 campus have to deal with
the alcohol pohcies at student events. The
jn the administration, whether job includes many of the things that Tom
^aoreekorganization,
clubor Vanshoorand
Vanshnnr
r;™ r>„..n
fiomagrcck
organization, clubor
JimPaulldid.

As a result of reorganization in the
ygrt Life Division, one position has
^otatedcombining the jobs of several
deal with these students.
" Patrick Naessens, former Activities
ijvisorforthe Campus Activities Center
^ the University of California at Santa
has taken over this responsibility
^ new Assistant Dean of Students for
jnnjent Activities and the McCaffrey
!!M|
InthispositioaNaesscnswillbedircctly
in student activities and will bejonie a familiar face to many on campus.
"1[tally want students to think that this is
^ open, welcome place, and see the
McCaffrey Center as a place to go to get
involved," said Naessens.
Naessens is aware of the general apathy
towards getting involved on the campus,
and hopes to get this to change. He also
wantsto"getstudents toevaluate traditions,
andtake anew look at how they do things,
including greeksand other organizations."
Officially, Naessens will be in charge
of campus-wide student activities, direc
tion of greek life with the housing depart
ment, and administration of the McCaffrey

Naessens says that his job basically
breaks down as follows: 30% greek, 30%
campus organizations, 30% McCaffrey
Center, and 10% other.
Since 1988, Naessens has served asthe
Executive Directorfortte WestemNational
Greek Conference. He will be working
here at UOP closely with the fraternities
and sororities through IFCandPanhellenic.
After five years at Santa Barbara,
Naessens decided to come to UOP for a
variety of reasons. "I wanted to diversify
my experiences,andUOPis amuchsmaller
school," Naessens said. "Here I will be
dealing with students one on one, rather
than serving students en masse."
Besides the benefits of a small school,
Naessens also came to UOP for aesthetic
reasons. "Being from the mid-west, I could
appreciate the physical beauty of the
campus," he said.
Naessens holds a bachelor of science
degree from Central Michigan University
and a master's degree in College and
University Administration from Michigan
State University.
Naessens has already been kept very
busy sincehe started his job. He is currently

oiganizing an Activities Faiie on Sept
17th. All clubs and organizations are en
couraged to have a booth to get more

register their clubs through him in order to
recieve ASUOP funding. He plans to pub
lish a directory of student activities so new
students will know exactly what there is
Hand Lawn at 4 30 p m on Sept. 17 and how to get involved.
Groups can sign up through Naessens.
As hisoverallgoalfortheyear,Naessens
"I invite students to come by my office, says "I want to make connections with
even just to introduce themselves," said everyone; the students, the faculty and
Naessens. In addition, student leaders can staff and...survive."

ARA Continues to
Expand in 4th Year

Patrick Naessens

" It's not as fun as knee-boarding, but
indefinitely athrill,"says AaronBrown,
a graduate student who recently
tried
skurfing.

;ai n » —
However, some say that it is even
more fun. Bob Fraizer, an employee of

Did you know that UOP has a bake
shop on campus? That you can arrange to
seeadieticianforweightlossoptions while
on the meal plan? That you can arrange for
asacklunehifyouhaveclassduring dining
hall hours?
The dining services here on campus
offer more than most students are aware.
ARA is frequently complained about
among students, but many studentscan see
the improvements and changes they have
made over the last three years.
For example, the Bake Shop. Located
adjacent to the Callison Dining Room, the
Bake Shop operates she days a week and
bakes fresh sweet rolls, coffee cakes and
doughnuts each day. They also bake a
variety of breads and rolls to serve the
campus community. Cakes may be or
dered by anyone, and personalized mes
sages and decorations are also available.
Also available this year are programs
set up for students who wish to watch their
weight Interested studentsshouldaskabout
them in the Housing office,

Many students find itdifficulttoschedule theirclassesaround mealtimes,so ARA
also offers sack lunches. Arrangements
need to be made ahead of time with the
director of the dining hall to get sack
lunches.
ARA alsooffers sick trays. If astudent
is sick but does not need to be in the Health
Center, thenaroommate can use theirmeal
card to bring a tray to them.
Each of die dining halls has one feature
that sets it apart from theothers to provide
variety for students. Grace Covell has a
deli, which serves fresh sandwiches daily;
Callison offers hot dogs and hamburgers;
and Elbert Covell has a rotating bar menu
of Oriental, Mexican, Baked Potato bars,
Pasta Bars and other specialties.
In addition, the Summitis open to meal
card holders for both breakfast and lunch
duringlimited hours. You cancharge tothe
meal plan Monday-Friday 9 am-10:30
am. for breakfast, and 1:304 p.m. for
lunch.
Here are the hours for the dining halls

in a sport that resembles snow-board
ing.
Proof that snow-boarders are a large
target audience for board manufacturers
is that many former snowboard com
panies are going to be coming out with
wake surfboards in the near future. Both
Thrusters and K2 are expecting their
WEEKENDS
WEEKDAY
versions of the Skurfboands to hit the
market next season.
Breakfast
7:15-9:00
Notonlyhasthesportgrown,butthe GraceCovell
7:15-9:00
boards are evolving quickly. The first Callison
CLOSED
boards most resembled surfboar ds, with Elbert Covell
TOP VIEW
footholds. Now, more companies are
compressing the boards, simitar to a Continental Breakfast
CLOSED
9:00-10:00
water-ski. Currently, the most popular Grace Covell
8:30-10:00
9:00-10:00
board is called the HO Hyperlite, with Callison
CLOSED
CLOSED
the HO Hyperpro a newer version. Elbert Covell
SIDE VIEW
O'Brianis another company that is cur
rently proving itself in the market.
Lunch
CLOSED
11:15-1:15
Skurfing
costs
relatively
little
beGraceCovell
'Although the idea is the same, many different brands are experimenting with wake ski
11:30-1:00
11:15-1:15
yond the basic board. Boards range in Callison
This particular modle is thHO Hyperlite, one of the most popular on the market.
11:30-1:00
11:30-1:30
price from $250-$350. Other optional Elbert Covell
Sundance Sports on Ben Holt, says that fun."
Skurfing is attracting a diverse fol accessories include gloves and a wetsuit
many former knee-boarders and waterlowing of participants.Water-skiers like for colder lakes. Of course, the most Dinner
skiers are turning to the sport. "KneeCLOSED
4:30-6:45
important piece of equipme
Grace Covell
boarding can be painful on the knees, it because it is easier to get up and they
: Callison
4:30-6:30
4:30-6:30
skiing
boat.
can perform more tricks. Knee-boarders
andwater-skiingisnotaseasytogetup
5:00-6:30
5:00-6:45
Now that surfing isn't only in the Albert Covell
are finding it easier on their knees, and
and people say that it is ju^as^nuc^
surfers don't necessarily need an ocean ocean, and snow-boarding isn't only on
to surf anymore. Skateboarders find the mountains, and skateboarding isn't
MCCAFFREY CENTER
many resemblances, but possibly the only for the road, skurfing is bound to
By Anthony Rwbino,
largest crossover crowd is the snow- continue to grow and become more lummit
Redwood Room
popular in the '90s.
boarders.
Moa-Fri.: 11:30am. - 1:30p.m.
For more information on skurfing 4oa-Thur.: 7:30 am. - 7:00 pan.;
Since snow-boarding is only a seahday 7:30 am. - 5:00 p.m.
sonal sport, people who enjoy it are "left and its accessories, check a local sport-

Diagram of a Wake Ski Board

Surfing on Lake Tahoe? On the
Delta? It may not be possible with the
help of the moons and the tides, but it is
now possible with the help of a motorboat
The latest rage in water sports is
called wake-skiing or wake- boarding,
more commonly known as "Skurfing",
nicknamed afterthecompany who came
out with the first board.
Skurfing combines three water sports;
surfing, water-skiing and hydrosliding
(knee-boarding). Basically, a person is
pulled up much like a water-skiier, on a
board that resembles a surfboard and
rides the wake of the boat.The shape of
the board allows the individual to perfoim tricks like on knee boards, but
while standing up.

This year, The Pacifican is striving to be its best yet. My goal as Feature
Editor is to have the page represent a variety of student interests and activities,
and to feature those students and faculty who are new, have done something
extraordinary, or have contributed in some significant way to the University.
In addition, I would like to have a column on what 1992 graduates are doing
now. If you know someone who graduated last year, whether they are doing
something interesting or not, and might like to be included, please drop off their
name and phone number at The Pacifican office or call me at 946-2155.
In addition,if you know of an unusual activity that students are participating
in or might be interested in, then please contact me. Since it is a student paper,
I encourage students to give ideas and make suggestions to improve the
diversity and interest of the page. Also if you are interested in writing for the
feature page, then call The Pacifican office and leave a message. Have a great
year!
Allison Wagda
Feature Editor

"Skurfing" is Becoming the Latest Rage in
a Quickly Expanding Watersport Market
By Allison Wagda
Feature Editor

Welcome To the Feature Page
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Nothing To Do...
By Prudence Cameron
Entertainment Editor
I s another boring, "there's noth
ing to do" school year upon us? 1
don't think so! This is the year to get
off campus and explore the outer pe
rimeters of Stockton; to explore new
places, people, music, clubs
and...ATTITUDES. In other words,
broaden yourhorizonspeople. /Vow is
the time to be adventurous, to expose
yourself to things unknown and new
ideas, to be spontaneous and most
importantly, open-minded.
Stockton, Sacramento and the San
Francisco Bay Area offer a multitude
of entertainment for every personal
ity. This page will lend you the oppor

tunity to take advantage of the events
happening outside the U.O.P. bubble.
There will be a daily calendar of
events giving you the listings of bands
playing in clubs in San Francisco,
Stockton and Sacramento. There will
also be movie reviews with the video
pick of the week (the same applying to
music). Whatever your taste in clubs,
bars, movies and music, you will find
it here. Ifnot.letmeknowyourideas.
I'm currently looking for staff enter
tainment writers and encourage you
to give it a try. I'm looking for some
one who is open-minded with an ad
venturous attitude. If interested, please
contact Prudence Cameron at The
Pacifican.

Calendar
THE HAGGIN MUSEUM

An Enduring Image
A Century of Stockton Photographers 1850 -1950
By Prudence Cameron
Entertainment Editor

t0gm

eSubition will be shown at die

Haggin Museum from August
October 25,1992. There is a Sympo
sium on Satuixlay, September 12 from
9:00 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. There will be a
lecture by Peter Palmquist on California
Photography from 1850 -1900 and two
workshops: "Identification and Care of
Family Photographs"byPeterPalmquist
and "Appreciation and Collecting Pho
tographs"by Daniel Kasser. The lecture

There is a lot of history in Stockton
and it has been beautifully revealed at
The Haggin Museum in the show An
Enduring Image. The show is curated
by U.O.P.'s Photography Professor
Daniel Kasser, who did an exceptional
job. The exhibit has examples of the
first photographic process known as the
Calotype developed by W.H.Talbot in
1850 and ends with the contemporary is free; seating is on a first come, first
served basis. The fee is $10.00 for the
photography of the 1950's.
There are many beautiful vintage workshops (registration is required) with
photographs of a past era as well as a box lunch available for $5.00. If
historic cameras and a replication of a interested, call Susan Benedetti at (209)
photographer's studio with the actual 462-4116 or 462-1566 to register.
chair used by many of the portrait pho-

<iHOWS
o,imS. Blackbird and Penelope Houstaa 9 p.m. $5 Advance/Door
Brave New World - Sea Mop. 1751 Fulton SL. S.F.
Blue Lamp - Potluck Blues Supper. 561 Geary, ST.
Chameleon - John Abella & His Dorkestra. 853 Valencia, S.F.
Pier 23 -Ed Kelly & Friends.
DNA - Matt & Damon. 375 1.1th St., S.F.
COMEDY
(
Cobb's Comedy Club - The Rick and Ruby Show, Tue&un, 9 p,
2801 Leavenworth, S.F.
JLf

Wf^nesdav,

2~1992

CONCERTS
Tori Amos - Palace of Fine Arts, 7:30. S.F.
SHOWS

—-

I - Beam - Pieces of Lisa, Love Nest, Machine Shop. Free Show!!

9 p.m. 1748 Haight St., S.F.
Bottom of The Hill - Vibe Tribe. $3. 10 pm. 1233 17th St., S.F.
Kimball's - (Jazz) Ohio Players. S.F.

Lightsleeper
By Prudence Cameron
Entertainment Editor
A new film opening this Friday is
"Light Sleeper" starring Willem Dafoe
and Susan Sarandon and written and
directed by Paul Schrader. Schrader
is best known for developing charac
ters which are considered reprehen
sible by society, such as the psycho
path in "Taxi Driver", the vain hustler
in "American Gigolo" and now the
drug delivery boy in "Light Sleeper".
Schrader got the idea for "Light
Sleeper" after having a dream about a
drug dealer he used to know. The
movie is based on three characters
who work together operating a "DialA-Drug" delivery service which caters
mainly tothe wealthy. Susan Sarandon

plays the head of the business and
Willem Dafoe is her partner and de
livery boy who wants to leave the
drug scene entirely.
Schrader sees Dafoe's character as
a continuation of the men in 'Taxi
Driver" and "American Gigolo". Men
who were angry in their twenties,
narcissistic in their thirties and ulti
mately lost in middle age.
I think Willem Dafoe is a brilliant
actor who goes all out in his perfor
mances. You probably rememberhim
best as the mesmerizing bad boy,
Bobby Peru, in David Lynch's "Wild
At Heart". Considering Schrader's
track record and the always excellent
performance of Dafoe, I predict that
"Light Sleeper" will be above par.
Opens Friday!

The Last of the Mohicans
By Prudence Cameron
Entertainment Editor

Beautiful Laundrette" and 'The Un
bearable Lightness of Being."
Madeleine Stowe was last seen in
"Unlawful Entry" released last spring.

"The Last of The Mohicans", di
rected by Michael Mann, is an adven
ture set during the war raging between Video Pick of the Week: "Heart of
England and France. Daniel Day- Midnight" with Jennifer Jason Leigh
Lewis plays Hawkeye, the adopted and Peter Coyote. Jennifer Jason
son of the Mohican Chingachgook Leigh, a true chameleon, is at her best
who falls in love with the daughter of in this role. She plays a woman who
a British officer played by Madeleine inherits her eccentric uncle's night
Stowe. The fates of their families club called The Midnight. She has
become intertwined as the war and recently been released from a mental
their romance threatensto destro them. hospital and she can't distinguish if
Daniel Day-Lewis is best known the strange incidents in the club are
for his Academy-Award winning per real or in her imagination. This is an
formance as Christy Brown in "My offbeat film with a touch of surreal
Left Foot." He also starred in films ism. A bizarre thriller with a twist.
such as "A Room with A View," "My Check it out.

MUSIC

American Music Hall - Psycho-Grass. $12. 8p.m. 859 O'FarreUffS;
I - Beam - Rythm Method, Stack-A-Bones. Show at9 pm. 1748 Haigh&Sf
Bottom of The Hill -Meatball Heroes. $3.10 p.m. 1233 17thSLS.F,
Slim's- New Dealers, Groove Shop, Burning T.V. 9p.m.Nocpver!!33:
11th St., S.F.
Ryan Benjamin Leac

Album of the Week
By Prudence Cameron
Entertainment Editor
A great new album tocheck out is DOPPELGANGER by Curve. If you
are an avid Cocteau Twins and LUSH follower, you'll dig Curve. Curve
has an ethereal sound but with a slightly harder edge and clearer vocals. I saw
them live this summer at the I-Beam and they put on an amazing show: real
loud with lots of energy. Hopefully they will be back, it's definitely a show
not to be missed. In the meantime, check out their album.

CONCERTS
The Warfield - Melissa Etheridge plus Jeffrey G
p.m. $22.50.6th and Market, S.F

Wome

COMEDY
Punchline - Bobby Slaytoa 9p.m. 444
Improv - Comedy Obscura. 9p.m. 401

Sports Editor

By Allie Mc

Friday. September 4.1992

SHOWS
American Music Hall-Alex Bennett ComedySpecial 8 pjn.8590'Farrell,S;
Blue Lamp - Rhythm Chaos, The Teeth. 561 Geary. S.F.
Bottom of The Hill - Chill E.B., Riot Going Ore 1233 17th St., Sf.
Brave New World - Spot 1019, It Thing. 1751 Fulton St, SF.
Chameleon - Psychedelic Lounge Cats.Guns of Bvis. 853 Valencia St,Sf
DNA - The Sneetches. $8.10pm. 375 11th St, S.F.
I - Beam - Blowfly, Boogie Maa 9 pjn. 1748 Haight St, S.F.
Jazz at Pearl's - Edie Marshall Quintet 256 Columbus Ave., Sf.
Kennel Club - Don Cherry with MultiKulti. $10.628 Divisidero St, Sf
Pier 23- LosCompas.
Slim s- E.C. Scott & Smoke (Jazz, Blues), Lydia Pense and ColdBloodJ
11th St, SJF.
CONCERT^
Eric Clapton - Shoreline Amphitheater, Mountain View. 8pm.
MUSFIIlifS
The Haggin Museum - An Enduring Image - A Century of Stockton
Photographers. August23-October25, i
_
1992.
c
bJ. Museum of Modern Art Wright Morris: Origin of A Species". 90 B & W
P olographs with text beginning in the late 1930's.
tr,29UN°Vember 11991 Ope" 10 - 5 pjn.Tues,
sri., Thurs 10- 9pm., Sat & Sun 11-5 p.m.
Van Ness and McAllister.
J1* Center"A Museum of Photography,"Brian Weil:TheA
a S- A chronicle documenting the epidemic since 1985. Th®"Adams & The National Paries," a selection of Adamsnw
Smv
fi n
Yellowstone and elsewhere, through next Sunday. Oi*
P-m. Tuesday - Sunday. 250 Fourth St, S.F.
PtJf

£E£BEAT FHiifs
"Living End" Aug. 29 - Sept 10.420 Casuo, S f .
Valencia
Roxie

if-

S"f

Credibly Strange Films. Wednesday at 9 P®'
Aug.29-Sept

3117 16thSt6SF^

9.1111 Haight Sl, S.F.

abulous"Aug' 29"Sep
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Tigers Chase Conference Title
By Allie McHugh
Sports Editor
It was a season of firsts for the
UOP football team last year. It had a
winning record in conference play
for the first time since 1978, going 43 in the Big West. The Tigers were
the team to have a 3,500 yard passer,
a 1,500 yard rusher and a 1,500 yard
receiver in NCAA history. Finally,
the naming of Ryan Benjamin to the
Associated Press All-American
Team. With the season right around
the corner and a brand new coach, the
Tiger football team is optimistic as it
starts the season.
Last year UOP football gained
national notoriety becauseof the play
of the offense. Pacific averaged 342
yards passing and 511 yards in total
offense per game. The ability to pile
up yards was the Tigers trademark,
with the majority of the work coming
from the "big three"- Benjamin,
Aaron Turner and Troy Kopp.
All-American Benjamin boasted
the second largest all-purpose output
in history- 2,996 yards. He was also
the only running back in college his
tory in NCAA history to catch 50
passes and rush for 1,500 yards in a
season. Perhaps the most astonishing
record Benjamin broke was rushing
for over 100 yards in every game. "I
would like to carry the ball at least 25
times a game," Benjamin said, "and
if it means a little more body damage,
then I will have to deal with it."
Wide Receiver Aaron Turner en
ters his senior campaign at Pacific
anxious to equal his performance from
last year. Turner led the nation in
receiving yards per game, second in
receptions per game and fifth in scor
ing. This is the year that Turner will

become the most prolific receiver in
NCAA history. If he equals his 1991
numbers, he will lead all NCAA re
ceivers in yards, receptions and
touchdowns.
The final threat of the Pacific of
fense is quarterbackTroy Kopp. Early
in the 1991 season, Kopp was being
touted as a Heisman Trophy candi
date, receiving votes from the numbers
he posted. Kopp passed for 3767 yards
and 37 touchdowns, but was hurt by
turnovers.
This year Pacific should see the
emergence once again of offensive
lineman Greg Bishop, Randy Pauletto
and David Parris. These three players
all hail from the San Joaquin County
and have played together for over
three years. Head Coach Chuck
Sheltoncalls Bishop, "the bestlineman
in the conference."
These three incumbent players will
be joined by Stockton's Matt Nichols
and newcomer Aaron McClellan.
Pauletto payed center last year, but
will switch to an exterior lineman
position, as McClellan will take over
as center.
The key component to a successful
year for the Pacific football team is
the play of the defense. Even though
the offense generated many points, it
was the breakdown of the defense
which cost the Tigers games. This
year is different, especially because
the team will add one more player to
the defensive line to give it a better
chance at stopping the run and rush
ing the opposing quarterback.
Last year, the Pacific defense was
led by sack leaders Grant Carter and
Shawn Price. Carter and Price showed
their skill and determination by fight
ing off linemen who were 60 pounds
heavier than them. These players look

optimistic as they start the yearat both
defensive end positions.
"The team is looking good and the
attitude this year is much better,"
Carter commented, "and we are all
excited about the new coaching staff."
Carter knows that he can play well
against any team he faces, but it takes
two key ingredients. "I will always
utilize my quickness and speed,"
Carter said, "also, I have to be men
tally intuned to the game."
For Price, the off-season saw him
put on some weight, making him 250
pounds. He will play in the defensive
tackle position, and feels very opti
mistic about the new look of the de
fense. "I already see the difference in
the defense," Price said, "and with an
extra guy up front, it will be harder for
other teams to pile up the yardage."
Brad Stammer, Jami Anderson,and
veterans Eric Bengston and Dave
Karthauser will all fill the other three
spots on the line, giving Pacific a
defensive front which is very good
and always looking to make the big
play.
The defensive backs are all back
for their sophomore year, as Pacific
started all freshman at DB at the close
of the season. The two incumbent
starters at the comerback position are
Duane Thomas and Darius Cunnigan.
Many players feel that these two will
become very good by the time they
are seniors. The scary thing is that
they are already very good now.
Cunnigan has excellent covering
skills, while Thomas has speed and
open-field tackling technics. These
factors make them two of the best
young comerbacks in the Big West.
Jeff Russell, Dimitri Gazelas and
Chuckie Bibbs should all take the
reins in the safety positions. The best

thing about these players is that they
are very hard-nosed and like to hit.
With Russell, Gazelas and Bibbs in
the secondary, opponents will have to
watch out for the interceptions and
not be surprised if they get their bell
rung a few times.
Coach Shelton said he wants to
"put a lot of emphasis on the kicking
game." Eddie Ausherman and Jason
Schouten are both returning starters
from last year. Ausherman was a Grid
Wire All-American in Junior College,
but did not attempt many field goals
last year. He was hampered by injuries
in the off-season, but looks ready to
start the season. Schouten returns for
his junior year as the starting punter.
He has power, but lacks some con
sistency in his kicking. "I worked on
consistency all summer," Schouten
said, "and I am looking forward to
some changing."
Schouten's quote says a lot about
this years team. It is looking to change
some of the problems from last year
and feel it can be done. The Tigers
start the season at home, playing
Fresno State this Saturday at Stagg
Stadium. The Tigers will have tough
non-conference games, but look for
ward to facing those challenges one at
a time.
This could be the year of the Tiger.
The UOP football team has new
coaches and a new attitude, and look
forward to what it can accomplish. If
the offense does what it is capable,
and the defense improves and plays to
its potential, a Las Vegas Bowl is not
out of the question. The first game is
Saturday, so come out and watch the
Tigers take on arch-rival Fresno State.
It should be great way to start the
season.

Women's Volleyball Starts Season Tonight

t

By Allie McHugh
Sports Editor
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The 1992 UOP Women's Volleyball
season opens tonight with much optimism
surrounding the team.The Tigers will play
California tonight, hoping to start off the
season the way they did last year.
TheTigersopened uplastyear winning
llslraightmatches,before losingtonational

power Stanford. The team lost some key
players to graduation, but it looks like the
recruited freshman class could make an
immediate impact This year, the Tigers
are led by three top returners: Team Caplain Katy Eldridge, Vikki Simonis and
Charlotte Johansson.
Katy mters her senior season at UOP,
hoping to continue to improve her play.
She was the only Tiger last year who
Posted more than 300 digs and 300 kills.
Eventhoughhernumbers were down from
hersophomoreseason, Katy still wasnamed
Honorable Mention in the Big West Katy
hasshown that she is a defensive specialist
She had aileast20digsin fourmatcheslast
year, recording an impressive 27 against
CSC. Katy was the left side outside hitler
•astyear, but will be moved to the right side
to get more involved in the matches.
Vikki Simonis is the only other senior
shownthat she
is ready tohelp lead this team. She had 264

011 this year'ssquad and has

kills last year, while recording 293 digs in
30 matches. Vikki played in 37 matches
her sophomore year, and her numbers
were way below heroutput oflast year. Her
play hasdefinitly improved and she could
be toe clutch during ciucial points in a
match.OreofthebiggerstrengtostoVikki's
game isher serve. She had 46 aces last year
and 55 the year before. Herserve is special,
being one of a few jump-serving technics
inwomen'svolleyball.Enteringhersenior
year, Vikki will be looking to improve her
numbers and continue the consistent play
she has shown.
Sophomore Charlotte Johansson is
the top returning Middle Blocker for the
Tigers. Last year, she was named to toe
Big West All-Freshman team and was
honored by Volleyball Monthly as one
of the top freshman players in toe coun
try. Charlotte played in 30 matches last
year, recording 232 kills and 199 digs.
She was second in the team with 109
blocks and also recorded 37 service
aces. Charlotte is one of two foreign
players on this years squad, hailing from
Orebro, Sweden. Her first year at
Stockton was excellent, and if she can
play like she did last year, her Pacific
career will be very successful.
Lisa Johns, Natasha Soltysik and
Nadia Kadochnikova will have to step

up and continue toe consistent play they
showed last year. Wito toe departure of
All-American setter
Melanie
Beckenhauer, Lisa must step up and
take over the setting position. When
Beckenhauer was injured last year, Lisa
came out on toe floor and played very
well. Lisa played in 18 matches and
recorded 131 assists and 41 digs.
Natasha Soltysik showed her defen
sive specialties last year and is ready to
start her junior year. She had 138 digs
last year and also recorded 94 kills.
Natasha'stopgamelastyearwas against
San Jose State when she recorded 13
kills and 10 digs.
Nadia Kadochnikova is toe second
of two foreign players on toe Pacific
roster. She lives in Ekaterinburg, Commonwealthof IndependentStates, which
was formerly toe Soviet Union. She
played in 24 matches last year, getting
53 kills and 56 digs. Almost instantly
she became a fan favorite.
The Tigers lost some key playerslast
year, but are ready to show they have not
lost any power. The team has many
good players and could improve on its
15-3 Big West record of last year. The
Tigers face California tonight at the
Spanos Center, so come out and support
the team.
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Immediate Itnjp'llll
Optimism and defense are the two key

dements which Chuck Shelton wants to
^gto the University of toe Pacificfootball
he startshis first yearas head coach.
Lastseason,Shelton receiv edCo-Coach
Year honors in the Big West, leading
Ltah State to a 5-2 conference record.
Shelton took over the Pacific program
i iook over tne racwe
^'WaltHanis resigned to join the New

'
Shelton is very happy to be at Pacific
Caching football. "I really like the atmoat Pacific,''Shelton said,''and all the
have really impressed me."

I
§
00

Players Prepare for Season in the Spanos Center

New Football Coach Making

il: The AlPs

<D

Many of the players have nothing but consecutive Coach of the Year award, as
good things to say about their new coach. Drake wontoe Missouri Valley Conference
"He's a player's coach," wide receiver Championship.
Shelton went to Utah State in 1986,
KennyChapmancommented,"and strives
leading
toe Aggies to 25-16-1 record in the
to take good care of us."
Not only has Shelton shown his desire Big West. He had an impressive 6-0 record
to be close to his players, he also brings a against Pacific and Athletic Director Bob
aeat knowledge of the game to Pacific, Lee felt that he was the man to help Pacific
machine in hieh turn that record in its favor.This year Pacific
^SSltS football has a new coach and approxi
named Missouri Valley and DistrictSeven mately 80 players. If theyall come together,
Coach of the Year, leading the Drake UOP football should have a great year,and
University team to 8-3 and 10-1 records his Chuck Shelton should receive his second
final twoyears. In 1981, he wonhis second consecutive Coach of the Year award.

Volleyball Coach Gets Honor
The UOPWomen'sVolleyball teamis
very lucky to have the coaching staff it
does. Going into the season, the Tigers are
optimistic about playing, and are certainly
happy to have one of the best staffs in the
natioa
The firstkey ingredientto toe coaching
staffisheadcoachJohnDurrning. Dunning
is entering his eighth year at Pacific and has
posted an impressive 21041 record. He
led the Tigers to the National Championshipliis first twoseasons, and has only lost
19 conference matches in seven years.
Dunning's honors include Volleyball
Monthly's 1985 Coach of the Year award
and the 1986 BigWest Coach of toe Year.
Perhaps Dunning's most prestigious

award wasbeing named as the President of
the Amercan Volleyball Coaches Associatioa Staitingin January 1993, Dunning
will head theAVCA,witothemainpupose
of teachingothercoaches around the nation
technics about the game and how to coach.
His role as president is just a way that the
volleyball public can see that Dunning is to
volleyball as Bill Walsh is to football.
Jayne Gibson-McHugh and Joe
Wortmarm are the two assistant coaches
under Dunning. Gibson-McHugh, a 1982
graduate of Pacific, is starting her fourth
year and has helped a great deal wito the
players and their attitude toward toe game.
Gibson-McHugh played atPacific for four
years and won many awards, including

1981 NorPac Conference Flayer of the
Year. Her experience wito Pacific and
knowledge of the game has helped the
Tigers immensely.
Wortmann is also entering his fourth
year at Pacific, as toe Women's assistant
coach and toe Men's Volleyball's head
coach. Wortmann graduated from
Loyola Marymount, where he played
shortstop for the baseball team.
Wortmann has served on many coach
ing staffs and has brought toe Men's
team up from a club team to a Division
I team. His knowledge of toe game and
his coaching technics should help Pa
cific Volleyball keep its national noto
riety as a powerhouse.
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ESPRESSO CAFE
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forthe buck.
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"A Taste
* SANDWICHES, SALADS
* QUICHE, PASTA
* FULL ESPRESSO BAR
College is expensive enough as it is.
That's why Wells Fargo has designed
Student ATM Checking" just for youat only $4-50 per month. Do all your
banking through theWells Fargo Express
ATM and you'll get:
• Checking free of monthly service charges
every summer until you graduate.
• Unlimited checkwriting with no
minimum balance and no per-check
charge. And free check storage.
• Free access to more than 1600
Wells Fargo Express ATMs statewide.
• Convenient 24-Hour person-to-person
phone service.

:S5SS

\You
7 can also
1 apply
UT for
frvr oa special
Student Visa card:
• First year free membership when you
sign up for overdraft protection.
• All students—even entering freshmen
—are eligible to apply.
Open a checking account or apply for
a credit card now. Sign up for both
and you'll get a free Wells Fargo T-shirt.
Wells Fargo. Banking built for the
student budget.

fLwoRH™r

* GIFTS AND S UPPLIES
LIVE MUSIC

MONDAY-FRIDAY, 6.30-MIDNIGHT
SATURDAY, SUNDAY, 7:30-MIDNIGHT

474-8676

Promotional giveaways while supplies last. Offer expires
10/15/92. $5.00 additional pet-month service charge: it one
or more transactions are made in aWells Fargo branch, root
of college enrollment and other qualifying criteria required
for Student Visa application. Ask for details.

2529 West March Lane
(next to El Torito)

WELLS FARGO BANK
' ? ! '

Stop by your local Wells Fargo branch today:
Pacific Avenue Office, 1906 Pacific Ave., 943-4550
College Square Office, 1045 W March Lane, 957-8010

Member FD1C

FRN.A.

AIL Hi ST U ID E N T
APPLY FOR THE
CARD
I > ^4

Dates: Sept. 1st & 2nd,
Tuesday and Wednesday ,J

t- ^ •

Location: In Front of th
University Bookstore

IA Time: 8:30am to 5:00pm
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"SPECIAL STUDENT

VAT.TTF.ffi

* Continental Airline
• Certificates
'|w
'y.
* MCI Long Distance
if Savings
'
.y; * And Other Student
Privileges
'

SEE REPRESENTATIVE OR APPLICATION FOR DETAILS

Quail Lakes Athletic Clab
Your Total Fitness Center

CLUB FEATURES
*Cardiovascular Fitness Center with
Professional Instruction

*Step Conditioning Class

:

*Hydrofit Water Exercise

:

*Nautilus, Camll, Cam Star, Cybex
Paramount, Universal, Ivanco & Hogan *Hex & Silver Solarium Suntan Rooms

•

*Free Weights

*Child Care

•

*6 Championship Racquetball
Handball Courts

*Steam Room, Saunas, Whirlpool Spas

:

*The 'Back Court' Snack Bar

j

*Full Basketball Court
*Basketball/ Racquetball/ Handball Leagues •
*Heated 20x50 Lap Pool with
Sunning Area

*Social Events, Parties, Tournaments

:

*Fitness Instructors

I

* STAIRMASTERS* TREADMILLS* LIFECYCLES* ROWING MACHINES

30,000 Square Feet

Super Equiped Facility

QUAIL LAKES ATHLETIC CLUB, THE BIGGEST AND THE
BEST IN THE AREA!!!
JOIN NOW WITH A FRIEND & YOU BOTH PAY NO INITIATION

!!!

PLUS LOW MONTHLY DUES FOR STUDENTS!!!

DON 'T

WAIT, CALL 951-3795 NOW!!
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ACROSS FROM THE STOCKTON HILTON
IN FRONT OF CARLOS AND LUIGIS RESTURANT
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FANNY PACKS
SOFTSIDE
BRIEF CASES
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486Wri

3.5 Inch Floppy Drive
120 mb. Hard Drive/Fast IDE
2 Serial Ports
1 Parallel Port
VGA Graphic Card
Ms Dos/Dr. Dos 6.0
SVGA Monitor with .28 Dot Pi
Dexxa Mouse

SALE

J.jfy

£
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• •... •
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Only $1,535.40

Berkeley Ri<

Options For Installation At Time of Pnichaao

25°/,0

200 mb Hard Disk Upgrade
4 mb Memory Addition
1 mb Super VGA card
Mid'Tower Gase
Tape Back Up 120mb Interna
Tape Back Up 250mb Internal
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Options For Installation M Time of Purchase or Later
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Intex 486DX 33
Intel 486DX 2/50

August 17 to
September 11

5481.55

State's Prol
Reopened

These machines are approved
by Computer Services
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Don't forget the President's 6% interest still applies
on computer purchases for Faculty and Staff!

Aid to Huri
Delayed

Second
Set of Prints
Bring them to:

building
F,°rida Q

u

McCaffrey Center
Patio
Bring in your color film for developing & printing at the
regular price ... Get a Second Set of Prints FREE!
Kodacolor, Fuji or other standard color print film
110, 126, 135 or Disc film sizes
Glossy borderless prints (3" or 4")
Offer valid 9/4 lo 9/11/92

System

Monday thru Friday
Hrs: 10 am - 3 pm
u
A9
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31 - Sept 4
946-2327
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